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In the previous module, containing six lessons (23-28), mainly, the study of the single-
phase two-winding Transformers – a static machine, fed from ac supply, has been 
presented. In this module, containing six lessons (29-34), mainly, the study of Induction 
motors, fed from balanced three-phase supply, will be described.      

 In this (first) lesson of this module, the formation of rotating magnetic field in the air 
gap of an induction motor, is described, when the three-phase balanced winding of the 
stator is supplied with three-phase balanced voltage. The balanced winding is of the same 
type, as given in lesson no. 18, for a three-phase ac generator.   

Keywords:  Induction motor, rotating magnetic field, three-phase balanced winding, and 
balanced voltage.    

After going through this lesson, the students will be able to answer the following 
questions: 

1. How a rotating magnetic field is formed in the air gap of a three-phase Induction 
motor, when the balanced winding of the stator is fed from a balanced supply? 

2. Why does the magnitude of the magnetic field remain constant, and also what is the 
speed of rotation of the magnetic field, so formed? Also what is meant by the term 
‘synchronous speed’? 

Three-phase Induction Motor 
 A three-phase balanced winding in the stator of the Induction motor (IM) is shown in 
Fig. 29.1 (schematic form). In a three-phase balanced winding, the number of turns in 
three windings, is equal, with the angle between the adjacent phases, say R & Y, is  
(electrical). Same angle of  (elec.) is also between the phases, Y & B.  

°120
°120

 

 
 A three-phase balanced voltage, with the phase sequence as R-Y-B, is applied to the 
above winding. In a balanced voltage, the magnitude of the voltage in each phase, 
assumed to be in star in this case, is equal, with the phase angle of the voltage between 
the adjacent phases, say R & Y, being120 .  °
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Rotating Magnetic Field 
 The three phases of the stator winding (balanced) carry balanced alternating 
(sinusoidal) currents as shown in Fig. 29.2. 
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Fig. 29.2: The relative location of the magnetic axis of three phases.   
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 tIi mR ωcos=  
 )120(cos °−= tIi mY ω  
 )240(cos)120(cos °−=°+= tItIi mmB ωω  
 Please note that the phase sequence is R-Y-B.  is the maximum value of the phase 
currents, and, as the phase currents are balanced, the rms values are equal 
(

mI

BYR III == ).  
 Three pulsating mmf waves are now set up in the air-gap, which have a time phase 
difference of  from each other. These mmf’s are oriented in space along the 
magnetic axes of the phases, R, Y & B, as illustrated by the concentrated coils in Fig. 
29.2. Please note that 

°120

2-pole stator is shown, with the angle between the adjacent phases, 
R & Y as , in both mechanical and electrical terms. Since the magnetic axes are 
located  apart in space from each other, the three mmf’s are expresses 
mathematically as  

°120
°120

 θω coscos tFF mR =  
 )120(cos)120(cos °−°−= θω tFF mY  
 )120(cos)120(cos °+°+= θω tFF mB  
wherein it has been considered that the three mmf waves differ progressively in time 
phase by , i.e. °120 3/2π  rad (elect.), and are separated in space phase by , i.e. °120

3/2π  rad (elect.). The resultant mmf wave, which is the sum of three pulsating mmf 
waves, is  
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   BYR FFFF ++=
Substituting the values, 
 ),( tF θ  
 )]120(cos)120(cos)120(cos)120(coscos[cos °+°++°−°−+= θωθωθω tttFm   
The first term of this expression is  
 )](cos)([cos5.0coscos ttt ωθωθθω ++−=  
The second term is  
 )]240(cos)([cos5.0)120(cos)120(cos °−++−=°−°− ttt ωθωθθω  
Similarly, the third term can be rewritten in the form shown.  
The expression is 
 )(cos5.1),( tFtF m ωθθ −=  
 [ ])240(cos)240(cos)(cos5.0 °+++°−++++ tttFm ωθωθωθ  
Note that 
 )120(cos)240(cos °++=°−+ tt ωθωθ , and 
 )120(cos)240(cos °−+=°++ tt ωθωθ .  
If these two terms are added, then  
 )(cos)120(cos)120(cos ttt ωθωθωθ +−=°−++°++  
So, in the earlier expression, the second part of RHS within the capital bracket is zero. In 
other words, this part represents three unit phasors with a progressive phase difference of 

, and therefore add up to zero. Hence, the resultant mmf is °120
  )(cos5.1),( tFtF m ωθθ −=  
So, the resultant mmf is distributed in both space and time. It can be termed as a rotating 
magnetic field with sinusoidal space distribution, whose space phase angle changes 
linearly with time as tω . It therefore rotates at a constant angular speed of ω  rad 
(elect.)/s. This angular speed is called synchronous angular speed ( sω ).  
 The peak value of the resultant mmf is mpeak FF 5.1= . The value of  depends on 
No. of turns/phase, winding current, No. of poles, and winding factor. At 

mF
0=tω , i.e. 

when the current in R phase has maximum positive value, θθ cos5.1)0,( mFF = , i.e. the 
mmf wave has its peak value (at 0=θ ) lying on the axis of R phase, when it carries 
maximum positive current. At )120(3/2 °= πω t , the phase Y (assumed lagging) has its 
positive current maximum, so that the peak of the rotating magnetic field (mmf) lying on 
the axis of Y phase. By the same argument, the peak of the mmf coincides with the axis 
of phase B at )240(3/4 °= πω t . It is, therefore, seen that the resultant mmf moves from 
the axis of the leading phase to that of the lagging phase, i.e. from phase R towards phase 
Y, and then phase B, when the phase sequence of the currents is R-Y-B (R leads Y, and 
Y leads B). As described in brief later, the direction of rotation of the resultant mmf is 
reversed by simply changing the phase sequence of currents.     
   From the above discussion, the following may be concluded: Whenever a balanced 
three-phase winding with phases distributed in space so that the relative space angle 
between them is 3/2π rad (elect.) [ ]°120 , is fed with balanced three-phase currents with 
relative phase difference of 3/2π rad (elect.) [ ]°120 , the resultant mmf rotates in the air-
gap at an angular speed of )/(2 pfs πω = , where  is the frequency (Hz) of currents f
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and is No. of pairs of poles for which the winding is designed. The synchronous speed 
in rpm (r/min) is 

p
)/(60)2/60( pfN ss == πω . The direction of rotation of the mmf is 

from the leading phase axis to lagging phase axis. This is also valid for q-phase balanced 
winding, one value of which may be 2=q (two). For a 2-phase balanced winding, the 
time and phase angles are )2/(π rad or  (elect.).   °90

 Alternatively, this production of rotating magnetic field can be shown by the 
procedure described. As stated earlier, the input voltage to three-phase balanced winding 
of the stator is a balanced one with the phase sequence (R-Y-B). This is shown in the 
sinusoidal voltage waveforms of the three phases, R, Y & B (Fig. 29.3). 

 

 
  
 A two-pole, three-phase balanced winding in the stator of IM is shown in Fig. 29.4(i)- 
(a-d), where the winding of each phase, say for example, ( RR ′− ) is assumed to be 
concentrated in one slot each, both for forward and return conductors, with required no. 
as needed. Same is the case for other two phases. Please note that the angle of  is 
same in both mechanical (as shown) and also electrical terms, as no. of poles is 

°120
two only. 

The two (forward and return) parts of the winding in each phase, say R are referred as R  
and R′  respectively. So, also for two other phases, Y & B as shown.     
 Let us first consider, what happens at the time instant , of the voltage waveforms as 
given in Fig. 29.3. At this instant, the voltage in the R-phase is positive maximum 
(

1t

°= 901θ ), while the two other voltages in the phases, Y & B are half of the maximum 
value, and also negative. The three waveforms are represented by the following 
equations: 

)120(sin;)120(sin;sin °+=°−== θθθ mBNmYNmRN EeEeEe  
where,  

tωθ =  (rad) 
f = Supply frequency (Hz or c/s) 
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fπω 2=  = Angular frequency (rad/s) 

mE = Maximum value of the voltage, or induced emf in each phase 
The currents in three windings are shown in Fig. 29.4(a)-(i). For ( °= 901θ ), the current in 
R-phase in positive maximum, while the currents in both Y and B phases are negative, 
with magnitude as half of maximum value (0.5). The fluxes due to the currents in the 
windings are shown in Fig. 29.4(a)-(ii). It may be noted that RΦ  is taken as reference, 
while  leads  by  and YΦ RΦ 60° BΦ  lags RΦ  by , as can be observed from the 
direction of currents in all three phases as given earlier. If the fluxes are added to find the 
resultant in phasor form, the magnitude is found as (

60°

Φ⋅5.1 ). It may be noted that this 
magnitude is same as that found mathematically earlier. Its direction is also shown in 
same figure. The resultant flux is given by, 

°∠Φ⋅=°∠⋅°⋅Φ⋅⋅+Φ=°−∠Φ+°∠Φ+°∠Φ 0)5.1(01)60cos)5.0(2(60600 BYR  

 Now, let us shift to the instant,  (2t °=1202θ ) as shown in Fig. 29.3. The voltages in 
the two phases, R & B are ( 866.02/3 = ) times the maximum value, with R-phase as 
positive and B-phase as negative. The voltage in phase Y is zero. This is shown in Fig. 
29.4(b)-(i). The fluxes due to the currents in the windings are shown in Fig. 29.4(b)-(ii). 
As given earlier,  is taken as reference here, while RΦ BΦ  lags RΦ  by . Please note 
the direction of the currents in both R and B phases. If the fluxes are added to find the 
resultant in phasor form, the magnitude is found as (

60°

Φ⋅5.1 ). The direction is shown in 
the same figure. The resultant flux is given by, 

°−∠⋅°−∠Φ+°∠Φ=°−∠Φ+°∠Φ 300.1)3030(600 BRBR     
°−∠Φ⋅=°−∠⋅°⋅Φ⋅⋅= 30)5.1(301)30cos)866.0(2( .  

It may be noted that the magnitude of the resultant flux remains constant, with its 
direction shifting by °−°=° 9012030  in the clockwise direction from the previous 
instant.  
 Similarly, if we now shift to the instant,  (3t °= 1503θ ) as shown in Fig. 29.3. The 
voltage in the B-phase is negative maximum, while the two other voltages in the phases, 
R & Y, are half of the maximum value (0.5), and also positive. This is shown in Fig. 
29.4(c)-(i). The fluxes due to the currents in the windings are shown in Fig. 29.4(c)-(ii). 
The reference of flux direction ( RΦ ) is given earlier, and is not repeated here. If the 
fluxes are added to find the resultant in phasor form, the magnitude is found as ( Φ⋅5.1 ). 
The direction is shown in the same figure. The resultant flux is given by, 

°−∠⋅°−∠Φ+°∠Φ+°∠Φ=°−∠Φ+°−∠Φ+°∠Φ 600.1)60600(601200 YRBBYR  
°−∠Φ⋅=°−∠⋅°⋅Φ⋅⋅+Φ= 60)5.1(601)60cos)5.0(2(  .  

It may be noted that the magnitude of the resultant flux remains constant, with the 
direction shifting by another  in the clockwise direction from the previous instant.  °30
 If we now consider the instant,  (4t °=1804θ ) as shown in Fig. 29.3. The voltages in 
the two phases, Y & B are ( 2/3  = 0.866) times the maximum value, with Y-phase as 
positive and B-phase as negative. The voltage in phase R is zero. This is shown in Fig. 
29.4(d)-(i). The fluxes due to the currents in the windings are shown in Fig. 29.4(d)-(ii). 
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If the fluxes are added to find the resultant in phasor form, the magnitude is found as 
( ). The direction is shown in the same figure. The resultant flux is given by, Φ⋅5.1

°−∠⋅°∠Φ+°−∠Φ=°−∠Φ+°−∠Φ 901)3030(60120 BYBY  
°−∠Φ⋅=°−∠⋅°⋅Φ⋅⋅= 90)5.1(901)30cos)866.0(2( .  

It may be noted that the magnitude of the resultant flux remains constant, with its 
direction shifting by another  in the clockwise direction from the previous instant.  °30
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 A study of the above shows that, as we move from (1t °= 901θ ) to  (4t °=1804θ ) 
along the voltage waveforms (Fig. 29.3), the magnitude of the resultant flux remains 
constant at the value ( ) as shown in Fig. 29.4(ii)-(a-d). If another point, say  
(

Φ⋅5.1 5t
°= 2105θ ) is taken, it can be easily shown that the magnitude of the resultant flux at 

that instant remains same at ( Φ⋅5.1 ), which value is obtained mathematically earlier. If 
any other arbitrary point, )(θt  on the waveform is taken, the magnitude of the resultant 
flux at that instant remains same at ( Φ⋅5.1 ). Also, it is seen that the axis of the resultant 
flux moves through , as the angle, °90 θ  changes from  to , i.e. by the same 
angle of . So, if we move through one cycle of the waveform, by  (electrical), 
the axis of the resultant flux also moves through  (2-pole stator), i.e. one complete 
revolution. The rotating magnetic field moves in the clockwise direction as shown, from 
phase R to phase Y. Please note that, for 2-pole configuration as in this case, the 
mechanical and electrical angles are same. So, the speed of the rotating magnetic field for 
this case is 50 rev/sec (rps), or 3,000 rev/min (rpm), as the supply frequency is 50 Hz or 
c/s, with its magnitude, i.e. resultant, remaining same. 

°90 °180
°90 °360

°360
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Four-Pole Stator 
 A 4-pole stator with balanced three-phase winding (Fig. 29.5) is taken as an example. 
The winding of each phase (one part only), say for example, ( 11 RR ′− ) is assumed to be 
concentrated in one slot each, both for forward and return conductors, with required no. 
as needed. Same is the case for other two phases. The connection of two parts of the 
winding in R-phase, is also shown in the same figure. The windings for each of three 
phases are in two parts, with the mechanical angle between the start of adjacent windings 
being  only, whereas the electrical angle remaining same at . As two pairs of 
poles are there, electrically two cycles, i.e.  are there for one complete revolution, 
with each N-S pair for one cycle of , but the mechanical angle is only . If we 
move through one cycle of the waveform, by  (electrical), the axis of the resultant 
flux in this case moves through a mechanical angle of , i.e. one pole pair ( - 
elec.), or half revolution only. As stated earlier, for the resultant flux axis to make one 
complete revolution ( - mech.), two cycles of the waveform ( - elec.), are 
required, as No. of poles ( ) is four (4). So, for the supply frequency of  50 Hz (c/s), 
the speed of the rotating magnetic field is given by, 

°60 °120
°720

°360 °360
°360

°180 °360

°360 °720
p =f

 25)2/4/(50)2//(/)2( ===⋅= pfpfns  rev/sec (rps), or =sN 1,500 rev/min (rpm).  

 

 
 
The relation between the synchronous speed, i.e. the speed of the rotating magnetic field, 
in rpm and the supply frequency in Hz, is given by 

pfpfNs /)120(/)260( ⋅=⋅×=   
To take another example of a 6-pole stator, in which, for 50 Hz supply, the synchronous 
speed is 1,000 rpm, obtained by using the above formula. 
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The Reversal of Direction of Rotating Magnetic Field 
 

 
 

 The direction of the rotating magnetic field is reversed by changing the phase 
sequence to R-B-Y, i.e. changing only the connection of any two of the three phases, and 
keeping the third one same. The schematic of the balanced three-phase winding for a 2-
pole stator, with the winding of each phase assumed to be concentrated in one slot, is 
redrawn in Fig. 29.6, which is same as shown in Fig. 29.4(i) (a-d). The space phase 
between the adjacent windings of any two phases (say R & Y, or R & B) is , i.e. °120

3/2π  rad (elect.), as a 2-pole stator is assumed. Also, it may be noted that, while the 
connection to phase R remains same, but the phases, Y and B of the winding are now 
connected to the phases, B and Y of the supply respectively. The waveforms for the 
above phase sequence (R-B-Y) are shown in Fig. 29.7. Please note that, the voltage in 
phase R leads the voltage in phase B, and the voltage in phase B leads the voltage in 
phase Y. As compared to the three waveforms shown in Fig. 29.3, the two waveforms of 
the phases Y & B change, while the reference phase R remains same, with the phase 
sequence reversed as given earlier. The currents in three phases of the stator winding are  
 tIi mR ωcos=  
 )120(cos °+= tIi mY ω  
 )240(cos)120(cos °+=°−= tItIi mmB ωω  
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Without going into the details of the derivation, which has been presented in detail 
earlier, the resultant mmf wave is obtained as 
 BYR FFFtF ++=),(θ   
 [ ])120(cos)120(cos)120(cos)120(coscoscos °+°−+°−°++= θωθωθω tttFm  
As shown earlier, the first term of this expression is  
 )](cos)([cos5.0coscos ttt ωθωθθω −++=  
The second term is  
 )]240(cos)([cos5.0)120(cos)120(cos °−−++=°−°+ ttt ωθωθθω  
Similarly, the third term can be rewritten in the form shown.  
The expression is 
 )(cos5.1),( tFtF m ωθθ +=  
 [ ])240(cos)240(cos)(cos5.0 °+−+°−−+−+ tttFm ωθωθωθ  
As shown or derived earlier, the expression, after simplification, is    
 )(cos5.1),( tFtF m ωθθ +=  
Note that the second part of the expression within square bracket is zero. 
 It can be shown that the rotating magnetic field now moves in the reverse (i.e., 
anticlockwise) direction (Fig. 29.6), from phase R to phase B (lagging phase R by , 
which is the reverse of earlier (clockwise) direction as shown in Fig. 29.4(i), as the phase 
sequence is reversed. This is also shown in the final expression of the resultant mmf 
wave, as compared to the one derived earlier. Alternatively, the reversal of direction of 
the rotating magnetic field can be derived by the procedure followed in the second 
method as given earlier.   

)120°

  In this lesson – the first one of this module, it has been shown that, if balanced three-
phase voltage is supplied to balanced three-phase windings in the stator of an Induction 
motor, the resultant flux remains constant in magnitude, but rotates at the synchronous 
speed, which is related to the supply frequency and No. of poles, for which the winding 
(stator) has been designed. This is termed as rotating magnetic field formed in the air gap 
of the motor. The construction of three-phase induction motor (mainly two types of rotor 
used) will be described, in brief, in the next lesson, followed by the principle of 
operation.  
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